From a generalized definition of a superposition map, a system of programs has been written to perform the superposition of several Patterson and/or pseudo electron density maps.
The superposition technique (Buerger, 1959) was introduced to locate one image of an N-atom structure by deconvolution of the N images ef the Patterson map. In practice, this process consists of performing a superposition of several shifted Patterson maps on an unshifted Patterson map. Each shift vector must be a vector from a given atom to any of the other N-1 atoms in the same image. Generalization of the base map to include symmetry maps (Mighell & Jacobson, 1963; Simpson & Dobrott, 1965) and pseudo electron density maps extends the usefulness of the superposition technique. A generali7ed definition of a superposition map is
where MAP2=Patterson allocation, (2) high speed excution, (3) generalized superpositions using the minimum function, and (4) weighting, origin shift, and multiple superposition options.
To satisfy these four requirements, ALS calculates all superpositions for a given layer of the resultant superposition map before proceeding to the next layer. With this technique, storage for only two-dimensional arrays is required. Storage requirements are further reduced by using two-byte words for each point in the base and Patterson maps. The symmetry unique regions of both maps are stored on magnetic disk packs in the direct access mode; each layer is randomly accessible. Input delays are reduced by appropriate buffering and use of the direct access FIND statement which permits overlapping of disk access and computation. The calculation of eight superpositions of a monoclinic Patterson on a symmetry map of grid 31"43"23 required 64K bytes storage and 100 seconds CPU time on our computer.
Card decks and a descriptive report (IS-2210) may be obtained on request from the authors.
